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Abstract：The nexibility demand of marine nuclear power plant is very high，the multiple parameters of

the marine nuclear power plant with the once-through steam generator are strongly coupled，and the

nomal PID control of the turbine speed can’t meet the control demand．This paper introduces a turbine

speed Fuzzy-PlD control】er to coordinately controJche sCeam pressure and thus realize出e demand for

quick tracking and steady state control over the turbine speed by using the Fuzzy contml’s quick

dynamic response and PID control’s steady state perfo舯ance．The simulation shows the improvement of

me response time锄d steady state perfbmance ofthe control sVstem．
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1 Introduction

1'he once—through steam generator produces oVer—hot

steam，haVing the adVantages of small Volume，good

nexibil时perfonnance，and high heat emciency'so

the marine nuclear power plant which uses the

Once—through steam generator has already been

extensively researched and applied abroad【1吒J．This

帅e of marine nuclear power plant is mainly

composed of the f-ollowing partspl：

1)Reactor power control：when the load of second

loop changes，it regulates the reactor power to tmck

the load of second lOop， and controls the reactor

coolant’s average temperature in the confined rangeI引．

2)Steam pressure control：when the load of second

loop changes，it maintains ste锄pressure constant．

3)Turbine speed control： it can仃ack me work

cOndition Of the ship to regulate the turbine to the

expected speed and control the stcam pressure within

the nuctuated range coordinately．

The nexibility demand of marine nuclear power plant

is Ve拶high，the multiple parameters of the marine

nuclear power plant which uses the once．through

steam generator haVe strong coupling relationshipl’J

and the major controllers need to work coordinatelV．

The turbine speed reguIated by nonnaI PID controller

can’t meet the control demand．while Fuzzv control
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which has the advantage 0f strong robusmess and

doesn’t need to have accurate mathenlatics model is

mostIy applied in the process contI．ol，except that its

steady state pellbnnance is weaker than traditional

PID controIler．Under this condition．it is a bener

choice to combine Fuzzv control with PID contr01．

taking adVantage of the fast dynamic response of

Fuzzy control and the steady state peI。fonnance of PlD

conn-ol to realize the fast tracking and steady control

of turbine speed． Fuzzy—PID control technique has

been applied to some control systems at home and

abroad recentlV，and achieved some success．

The turbine speed Fuzzy—PID control system is

designed in this paper．The system has the coordinate

controI向nction on the steam pressure，and its control

e行ect is Verified through simulation．

2 Structure of the control system

The Fuzzy—PID conn．oller is composed of mode

conVerter， Fuzzy con仃oller， PID conn．oller and

pressure deViation res仃ictor． The control system

structure is shown in Fig．1．

The Fuzzy．PID contml system has two input variables：

the defined valueⅣ。 of tI_11．bine speed and the actual

speedM steam pressure P and the actual value致of

the main steam valve are introduced into pressure

deviation restrictor． It has one outout variabIe：the

opening degree 甜 of the turbine’s main steam ValVe．
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In the mode converter contr01．when the turbine’s

work condition changes， under the condition that

speed deViation△Ⅳ is bigger than 20 r／min，the

Fuzzy control mode is used to accelerate the svstem’s

response Veloci饥锄d better robustness is obtained．

When the turbine speed deviatiOn is reduced within

the range of 20 r／1_Tlin，it can be considered that the

system is close to its steady state．Thereforc，the PID

conn．0l is used to diminish the steady error and

improVe control precision．

Fig．1 Schematic diagram ofFuzzy-PID con仃ol

The Fuzzy．PID control system has two input variables：

the defined Value“of turbine speed and the actual

speedⅣ，steam pressure尸and the actual Value U。of

the main steam valve羽．e introduced intol Dressure

deviation restrictor．It has one outDut vari￡lble：the

opening degree “ of the turbine’s main steam ValVe。

In the mode converter control’when the turbine’s

work condition changes， under the condition that

speed deViation△Ⅳ is bigger than 20 r／min， the

Fuzzv con仃Dl mode is used to accelerate the svstem’s

response Veloci吼and better robustness is obtained．

When the nlrbine sDeed deviation is reduced within

the range of 20 r／min，it can be considered that the

system is close to its steady state．Therefore，the PID

con缸．ol is used to diminish the steadv enDr and

improve conn．ol precision．

3 The∞h咖e ofturbiIle

3．1 Desi2n of PID controller

The PID contml【oJ is a kind of control method which

has been extensiVely applied．For the electricit)kliquid

a由usting equipments， it is better to choose

iIlcremental PID contr01 method as the turbine speed

reglllating system because it h弱the adVantage of

锄ti．integral saturation，and it is beneflcial t0 convert

between automatic and remote controls of the speed，

without initiation of the coIl仃Oller’s Output．

The general fomulae of incremental PID con缸Dl：

甜(七)=z，(后一1)+△“(七)，

△甜(后)=^之{【P(七)一P(后一1)】+{}P(七)十
上f

争“D．2“肛1)托@-2)】)，
where “(七)is the control output of present time，

“(七一1)is the con仃ol output last time，疋is the

proportional gain，墨is the sampling period，互is

the integraltime，乃is the differentialtime．

3．2 Design offuzzy cOntroller

3．2．1 Fuzzification process

The Variety scope of accurate quantit)，is mzzed up to

f、Jzzy set theory area．The speed deviation E is diVided

into seven di行．erent classes of ¨negative large¨，

”negatiVe medium”， ”negatiVe small”， ”zem”，

”positiVe small”，”positiVe medium”，”positive la唱e”，

and the speed deViatiOn ratio EC is divided into five

din’erent cIasses of”negatiVe large”，”negative small”，

”zero”， ”positiVe small”， ”positive la唱e”． These

classes represem fuzzy subsets in nlzZ)，set meo巧area，

but the size 0f fIlzzy subset is relatcd t0 the

membership向nction【71．The membership function is

represented by仃iangle，缸印ezoid stmcture勰shown

in F培2．

(a)Fuzzy cl鹊s membership鼬ction ofthe input variable E

(b)Fuzzy cl硒s membership矗mction ofthe i叩ut Variable Ec

Fig．2 Membership fImction
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The output variable”has relations with seVen fuzzy

sets，which are simplified in the controller design：the

fuzzy membership mnction is set with Value l at one

point，the others are set with 0，so each如zzy set is

simplified with a fixed Value directly．

3．2．2 Fuzzv mle

The expression of fuzzy mle is realized by adopting

fuzzy associative matrix， the number of input

variables decides matrix’s dimension．The prjncjple of

design f．or f-uzzy mle：when the speed eITor is bigger，

the output control may diminish the error as soon as

possible；when the speed error is smaUer’the output is

smoother．It is useml f．or the stabilitv Of con仃ol’s

mode conversion．The established fhzzv control mles

are shown in Thble 1．

TabJe l The f¨zzy controI rule

In the pmcess of actual pro铲am arithmetic，each mle

Dresents the site infbmation in the Mo—dimensional

matrix，thus we don’t need to store the total matrix．

but to store the matrix used actuallV．For example，the

site(1，1)in the matrix represents the如zzy rule：

If E=NL and EC=PL，then outDut[，-NL

The signi6cance of it is when the speed en，or is

negatiVe la唱e and the speed error r￡Ltio is positiVe

large，it means speed exceeds the defined value and

continues to rise．The main ste帅valve should be

closed at a faster speed so as to diminish steam nux at

thjs time．

GiVe a wei曲ted Value％to each item in the如zz)r

associatiVe matrix by minimizing the membership

6Jnction：

w，=min(目L(E)，耳L(Ec))，

where‰(E)and‰(Ec)are the releVant

membership如nctions．

3．2．3 The娩zy evaluation output

Because the output con仃Dl variables are simplified，

the fuzzy set membership mnction is set with value l
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at one point，the others are set with O，and then each

向zzy set is simplified and set with a given value

directly．In this system，it can be simplified as follows

by using the weighted aVerage judgment method：

甜=∑％弓(∽／∑～．
扩 矿

3．3 Desi2n Of mode cOnvener

The mode convercer decides whether the PID control

or Fuzzy contr．oJ should be adopted according to the

turbine speed erIDr△Ⅳ． In order to avoid control

nuctuation made by changing the control mode at the

site Of converting error，the method of setting delaV

error zone is adopted．NamelV in the mode of如zzv

control’when AⅣ is diminished to be or smaller than

20“min． the contI。ol mode will be converted to

incremental PID controI：while in the mode of PID

control，the con仃ol mode will not be converted from

incrementaI PID control to mzzv control until△Ⅳis

increased to be larger than 25 r／min．

3．4 Design of pressure deviation restrictOr

The pressure deViation restrictor is designed in the

Fuzzy—PID controI．The inputs of pressure deViation

restrictor a肥the main ste锄ValVe Value(，。，steam

pressure and mzzy contrDller output．

The working pnnciple of pressure deviation restrictor

is like a proportional part that has a dead zone．When

the pressurc deviation△P is smaller than the dead

zone，the pressure deviation will not influence turbine

speed’s regulation．When the pressure deviation△P

is larger than the dead zone，the pressure deviation

will limit the change speed of the main steam valve’s

opening degree．The la唱er the pressure deViatiOn，the

stronger the limit e日’ect．When the steam pressure

deviation exceeds the defined value．the main steam

valve will not act lest damaging the system due to

higher Or lower steam pressure．

4 The simulation and result of turbine

speed control

11be closed 10叩con仃ol simulatiDn experiment which

raises and descends load quickly was pe响nned 0n

the simulation system of marine nuclear power plant，

which has the main equipment Of reactor，

once—throu曲 steam generator and turbine． The
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perf．omlance of tIlrbine

system was researched by COntraSt．

Holding the reactor power contr01 and the steam

pressure control system constant，the perfomlances of

turbine’s PID control and Fuzzy—PlD contml were

contrasted．

4．1 LOad—rise simuIation

This test simulated the contr01 pmcess of turbine

speed rapidly rising up to the rated speed f}om that

corresponding to 20％load【81．The turbine speed and

steam pressure are unita“ly processed in the figure．1n

Fig．3(a)，when the turbine speed changes f-rom initial

Value t0 that cOrresponding t0 90％ofthe rated speed

in the mode of Fuzzy—PID contr01， the rise time

f，=52．5 s，the peak time f。=74 s；while in the mode

of PID contI．ol，the rise time f，=67．0 s，the peak time

f。=94 s．In Fig．3(b)，the beginning phase is consistent

in the dyn锄ic opening process of the main steam

Valve．In the medium phase，the Fuzzy-PlD control

still maintains faster opening Veloci吼 then it is

conVerted to PlD control to process flne adjustment in

the end．In Fig．3(c)，me efrects on steam pressure

between the two control methods are compared，it

shOws that Fuzzy-PID con臼ol resumes the ste锄
pressure faster．

窖
乏

——Fuzzy-PID control

⋯--··PlD cOmrOl
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O．6
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O．2

"s

(a)Speed(1yn锄ic response curVes

——Fuzzy-PID controI

-⋯⋯PID control

刀s

(b) DyIlamic response curves of the main ste锄 ValVe’s

opening degree

e
琵

玳

(c)Steam pressure dynamic curves

Fig．3 DyIl踟ic process of load—rise
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The result analvsis： in order tO maintain steam

pressure within the defined mnge in the dynamic

process，proper control parameters should be chosen

in the P1D controllest the main steam valve opens too

f．ast and the once—through steam generator’s product

can’t meet the demand of turbine’s rising speed，which

wiU cause too low steam pressures．Thus the PlD

control’s response speed is slower’ while in the

Fuzzy．PID contr01，the mzzy control is adopted in the

phase of changing work condition， which will

accelerate the response speed，and in the meantime，

me designed steam pressure deviation restrictor

ensures the steam pressure in a defined mnge．When

the speed e啪r△Ⅳis smaIler than 20 r／min，the

control will be converted to PID mode so as to

diminish the speed error and improve the control

preclslon step by step．

4．2 L0ad-descend simuIation

This test simulated the control process of turbine

speed r叩idly descending to low speed corresponding

to 20％load f沁m the rated speed．In Fig．4(a)，the
steam turbine speed changes f．rom initial value to that

of 90％of the rated speed in the Fuzzy．PID con仃Dl，

the rise time‘=50．0 s，the peak time f。270．5 s．

While in PID control，the rise time f，=59．0 s，the

peak time f。=89 s．In Fig．4(c)，the ef俺cts on steam

pressure beMeen the 似o control methods are

compared。 Fuzzy—PID control resumes the steam

pressure faster， however it has small magnitude

nucmation．

The result analysis：the main steam valve shOuld not

close too fast in the process Of descending lOad lest

steam accumuIation owing t0 themal inertia．

Therefore，the response speed of norInal PID control

is restricted and its regulation is slower-

暴oj一罗
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The Fuzzy．PID control adopts f．uzzy control to

accelerate the response speed in the beginning phase

of changing speed，and the designed steam pressure

deviation restrictor ensures that the steam Dressure

does not exceed the fixed pressure．When the speed

error△^，≤20 r／min．it is convened to PID control to

diminish the speed error and improve the control

preclslon step by step．

1 J0

O·8

争s
0．4

0．2

1 O

0 8

0．6

0．4

O．2

——Fuzzy-PID cOntr01

．·一---PID control

玎s

(a)Speed dynamic response curves

——Fuzzy-PI【)cOntrol
······PlD cOntrol

"s

(b) Dynamic response curves of the main ste哪 ValVe’s

opening degree

——Fuzzy·PID cOmrol

Ⅳs

(c)Steam pressure dynamic curves

Fig．4’rransient of load—descend

5 Conclusions

The turbine speed Fuzzy。PI D control system

combining the coordinate control of steam pressure is

designed in this paper．This control system nOt only

has strong robustness and f瓠t response of Fuzzy

conn’ol，but also has the advantage of diminishing

steady error and improving the control precision of

no硼al PID contr01．
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The control simulation experiment shows that this

control system can maintain steam pressure in the

defined range coordinately and improVe the system’s

response time and steady state precision obviously．
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